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Name:……………………………………………………………………..………………………   Date:…………………………………….……………………………………………. 
Read the following persuasive paragraph and choose the most suitable word from the table below 
to complete each gap. 
 

Marvellous Mobile Phone 

Are you about to begin your first  ................................  as a spy? Need a new  ....................  gadget 

to out-smart those  ....................... ? Then look no further! Our new Marvellous Mobile Phone is 

ideal for any super sleuth.  

The Marvellous Mobile Phone is the ideal piece of kit for all  .................................... . It boasts a 

range of stunning state of the art features, including: 
 

 untraceable calls 

 voice recognition 

 GPS tracking to identify the whereabouts of enemies 

 an antennae which doubles up as a dart gun to leave your nemesis momentarily  

 ................................ ! 
 

This clever tool is only available for a  .........................  amount of time and is even recommended 

by 007. Why wouldn’t you want to purchase this powerful, modern gadget? It will surely save 

your life and make you the best undercover spy in MI6. Buy it! Use it! Love it! 
 

 
Now look at the words written in bold. Underline them in red if they are a noun, orange if they 
are a verb or blue if they are an adjective.  
 
 
Written task 
 

Create your own secret gadget for a spy. Draw and label a picture of it. 
Perhaps it’s a pen that can cut through glass or a pair of glasses that 
can see through solids? Write a persuasive advert to sell your brilliant 
gadget. 

stunned limited 

mission baddies 

spies amazing  
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Answer key: 
 

 cloze procedure answers 

 nouns 

 verbs 

 adjectives 

 

Are you about to begin your first mission as a spy? Need a new, amazing gadget to out-smart 
those baddies? Then look no further! Our new Marvellous Mobile Phone is ideal for any super 
sleuth.  

The Marvellous Mobile Phone is the ideal piece of kit for all spies. It boasts a range of stunning 
state of the art features, including: 

 untraceable calls 

 voice recognition 

 GPS tracking to identify the whereabouts of enemies 

 an antennae which doubles up as a dart gun to leave your nemesis momentarily stunned! 

This clever tool is only available for a limited amount of time and is even recommended by 007. 
Why wouldn’t you want to purchase this powerful, modern gadget? It will surely save your life 
and make you the best undercover spy in MI6. Buy it! Use it! Love it! 
 
 


